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SEO

Semantic Web

Defining a bit of terminology



3-7%



Circa 2000

Remember when…



The Web rapidly resets expectations and 
requires iterative learning through practice.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5shykyfmb28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuNTL3YYi5c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5shykyfmb28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuNTL3YYi5c




The Web is better 

when libraries participate

“We can’t see them or their content.”



The Web Values Happy Users and:

1. Geography/Location

2. Personal Relevance

3. Scarcity/Uniqueness



Most of the Web is…

• Pages and links

• Designed for humans

• Simple Links 

• Data has been hidden…



There is a significant gap between what 

browsers and humans see on the Web



Human Friendly

Machine Optimized



The Web is moving from web pages 

and simple Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO) to “a web of data”

Linking is key



The simple links of the 

original Web



Are becoming typed data-data links

subject – predicate – object 



The Next Generation of Search is moving 

beyond “results” to Questions, 

Geography, Personalization, and 

Relationships

Behave Differently



The emerging Web focuses on ANSWERS using 

Data, Resources, Vocabulary, and Connections





















Intelligent agents



Machine Learning



Imagine an information landscape 

that has learned about Libraries, 

their content, and services



I’m looking for 

some good new 

mysteries I can 

pick up before I 

head out for my 

trip later this 

week?
Let me check on 

some options, 

but first - Who 

are some of your 

favorite authors?



What would it take for Libraries to 

be part of the conversation?

Personalization/
Relevance

Geographic Readers Advisory

Content

Access Control

Availability







Georgia Working Together

• Seeding the Web with Libraries

• Leading together to reshape Web



Stories at Scale

Understanding what is common & unique

• Who?

– Descriptive

• Where?

– Locations

• When?

– Hours

• What?

– Content

– Services

– Events

• How?

– Access & Policies

• Why?

– Purpose & Strategy



Expectations of Library Web 

Visibility
“When my community searches the Web for 

something we have, we better show up as 

an option.”

- Chuck Gibson, Director & CEO 

Worthington Public Library 



Delivering the full library story includes:

1. Connection to the library’s domain and shared resources

2. Locations, Hours, Services

3. HUGE volume of rich, connected data representing 

inventory & context

4. Programs and Events

On the Web, Libraries can quickly 

move beyond being “just web sites”

to a data well feeding answers



Transform ConsumePublishLink



Link Graph Pages

New approach designed to increase Web 

utility for linking, harvesters and machines, 

while providing a more human friendly 

experience to reach the 95% of users on the 

Web that may not start with the library.



Libraries Publish Linked Data through Local Link Graphs

Each “Resource” is published and 
linked in the Library’s Local Link 
Graph pages.

The data is designed to to bring 
together disparate resources, 
surface relationships and provide 
entry paths for the Web into what’s 
available in the library.





445,007 Catalog “Records” become millions of Resources

Instance
(445,007)

Works
(369,239)

Persons
(184,688)

Collection
(33,954)

Series
(38,913)

Agent
(54,232)

Concept
(199,657)

CopyrightEvent
(1,029)

Family
(291)

Form
(1,493)

Meeting
(203)

Organization
(21,287)

Temporal
(1,268)

ProviderEvent
(116,587)

Place
(17,951)

Topic
(32,698)





Every Library 
has a Local Link 
Graph activated



All Local Link Graphs
• Consistent vocabulary
• Current content
• Local identity and 

story
• Shared links



The Library.Link
Network is
• Large scale
• Inclusive
• Locally focused
• Globally deployed
• Current content
• Designed for high 

volume harvest

Google

Yahoo!

Facebook

Yelp

Bing

Yandex

Places

Foursquare



Timeline

• Gathering your information 

– See spreadsheet

– Quality counts on you

• Testing transformation and publishing for the 
PINES content

• Staying informed/Going deeper

– Webcasts, newsletters, email updates









Weaving the best of libraries and the 

Web together
• This isn’t about gaming a system

• It’s not about optimizing to any one service

• It’s about speaking together in a way the Web 

understands

• Leveraging the power of our community 

• And benefiting from what all this enables



Open Discussion


